Visit 1
- TB suspect
  - 2 AFB sputum samples for smear microscopy (Spot and monitoring) and offer PITC if HIV status unknown

Visit 2
- 1 and 2 AFB sputum
  - If HIV Positive:
    - Clinical assessment
    - Request CXR
    - Give CPT
  - If HIV negative or PITC refused:
    - Clinical assessment
    - Provide broad spectrum antibiotic
    - Assess after 7 days

Visit 3
- TB likely: treat for TB and give CPT
  - CXR suggestive and clinical judgment suggestive for TB
  - CXR not suggestive
    - Provide broad spectrum antibiotics
    - Assessment after 7 days

Visit 4
- If improved:
  - TB likely
  - Reassess clinically and repeat sputum for AFB
- No improvement
  - If TB unlikely: reassess for other conditions
  - If TB likely: treat for TB

Visit 5
- If TB unlikely: reassess for other conditions
- If TB likely: treat for TB
- If TB unlikely: reassess for other conditions